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UNLOCKING THE
MIND’S MYSTERIES
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QUIZ

WHAT IS THIS?
Science aﬁcionados: test your knowledge. What
is represented in this scientiﬁc visualization?
A. A structured plastic target being irradiated
with an intense laser pulse.
B. The three-dimensional vortex wake structures
produced by a swimming moon jellyﬁsh.
C. The Trifid Nebula, a cluster of stars and
interstellar clouds of dust and gases.
D. A cardioid — a curved plane — and objects at
its perimeter in the Mandelbrot Set.
E. An image of the hindgut of the common
eastern bumble bee.
Answer on page 4.
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LETTER FROM
THE DEAN
Dear Friends,
A driving force for scientists is the desire
to unravel mysteries. Here in the College of
Natural Sciences, our faculty and students
delve into nature and technology alike for
answers to life’s mysteries, whether at the
outskirts of the universe or within the tiniest
microbe or computing device. As our latest Texas Scientist shows, this
scientiﬁc detective work leads to world-changing discoveries: from
cybersecurity gains to new energy eﬃciencies to health-related
breakthroughs.
In this edition, we have put a special focus on health, as this academic
year The University of Texas at Austin welcomed its ﬁrst cohort of
students into the new Dell Medical School (with College of Natural
Sciences graduates among them!). In the pages that follow, you’ll
hear from neuroscientists exploring the root causes of Alzheimer’s
disease, chemists who engineered a drug to ﬁght anthrax, molecular
bioscientists forging new ways of understanding and treating cancer,
and population researchers who work to address health disparities
across groups.
We also introduce you to a math alumnus who became a pioneering
heart surgeon and a faculty chemist who detects patterns in
molecules that can help patients avoid unnecessary surgery. You’ll
meet, too, a student who bicycled from Austin to Alaska to raise
money for research to ﬁght a disease she once battled.
Like any good mystery, these stories about science oﬀer compelling
twists and exciting resolution. They are only the beginning. For more
College news, please make sure your information is up to date (at
cns.utexas.edu/alumni-friends) so you receive our monthly email.
Also, look for “Texas Science” on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram,
and subscribe to our Point of Discovery podcast.
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Thanks for partnering with us in exploration and discovery.
Answer to quiz: B. The three-dimensional vortex wake
structures produced by a swimming moon jellyﬁsh.

Linda Hicke
cnsdean@austin.utexas.edu

See images that ﬁt the other
descriptions at: txsci.net/cnsscience
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See how scientists are solving enduring questions
using new tools and techniques

SCIENCE
IN MOTION
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SCIENCE
IN MOTION
How directed evolution works:
Identify the gene that
codes for the antibodies
from infected mice.

Choose the
genes that code for these
improved antibodies as the
parents for the next
round of directed
evolution.
Repeat.

Screen these
antibodies
to see which do the
best at binding to
the anthrax toxin.

AN ANTHRAX
ANTI-TOXIN

UT Austin scientists George Georgiou, Brent
Iverson and Jennifer Maynard engineered the
world’s ﬁrst treatment for inhalation anthrax,
approved by the FDA in 2016. The drug
binds to anthrax toxin and prevents it from
harming the host’s cells. Earlier researchers
had collected antibodies from mice infected
with anthrax that bound to the toxin but
not eﬀectively enough to save the mice
Create thousands of mutant
from death.
daughters of this parent gene. Each is
To make stickier antibodies,
slightly different, because the genetic copying
Maynard – then a graduate
machine makes a predictable number of
student and now a faculty
mistakes.
member – used a method
Georgiou and Iverson
helped develop, called
directed evolution.

Put these mutant
genes into bacteria so
they can produce a library of
modiﬁed antibodies.

Listen to our Point of
Discovery podcast with
the scientists to hear the
exciting story behind this UT
Austin breakthrough:
txsci.net/anthraxdrug
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DISPARITIES IN HEALTH
Prejudice casts a long shadow. Recent research shows discrimination
leaves a lasting impact on human health. Now faculty, led by
Human Development and Family Sciences (HDFS) researchers, are
collaborating in a new eﬀort to address the disparities. Consider:
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ABOUT 83,000 PEOPLE
IN THE U.S. DIE ANNUALLY
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due to racial/ethnic inequit
in health care.

The Discrimination and Population Health Disparities Pop-Up
Institute, funded by the Oﬃce of the Vice President for Research, brings
together a wide swath of UT expertise, from HDFS, public aﬀairs, law,
nursing, social work, liberal arts, the Dell Medical School and even
the Blanton Museum. The institute is part of a new campus-wide
initiative to advance research collaboration through concentrated,
multidisciplinary eﬀorts over a few months.
“This is a really important moment where questions of equity are on
the radar,” says Stephen Russell, chair of the HDFS department and the
institute’s leader. “We are creating a community of scholars motivated
to understand discrimination in health and to nurture research that
will dismantle how it undermines health.”
The Pop-Up Institute capitalizes on the energy and creativity of its
members and their diﬀerent datasets, ways of assessing discrimination
and frameworks for discrimination in health outcomes. The ultimate
goal is to combine expertise to begin to make a dent in discrimination’s
detrimental eﬀects on health.
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FUELED BY PHYSICS
Oil and gas producers don’t fully
understand what’s happening
thousands of feet below the surface.

As global demand for energy rises and environmental concerns over
fossil fuels increase, many experts see the need to transition to a
new mix of energy sources. Michael Marder, a physics professor, says
one approach to maintaining our energy intensive way of life would
be to more eﬃciently recover fossil fuels. He notes that oil and gas
producers would be helped by a more thorough understanding of
what’s physically happening thousands of feet below the surface when
they perform certain routine techniques.
Hydraulic fracturing, a process that has unlocked
massive reservoirs of shale oil and gas previously thought
inaccessible, is one of these techniques. The
typical fracked well produces only 10
to 20 percent of apparently available
hydrocarbons.
Marder realized that natural gas
production in fracked wells decays over time
in a way that ideas from localization theory
help describe. Originally developed to explain
how electrons move through random materials
at low temperature, the theory proved helpful in
a collaboration between Marder and UT Austin
geoscientists and engineers that allowed them to
forecast future U.S. shale gas production.
Now he and colleagues are developing a 3-D
model that aims to explain how fracked wells can
produce more hydrocarbons.
Marder and UT Austin petroleum engineers are also
looking at making other conventional methods for oil
and gas recovery more eﬃcient. They are modeling how
water, used to try to push more hydrocarbons out of drilled
wells, interacts with oil and with porous rock. The hope is
that it will lead to better understanding of the conditions
necessary for optimal production from wells.

Fracking produces cracks in rock that make oil
and gas easier to extract.
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In healthy people, dendritic
cells work with immunitypromoting T-cells to ﬁght
off illness.

But in the case of T-cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia — a cancer that occurs in children —
dendritic cells send the wrong message.

Cancerous T-cells depend
on signals from nearby
dendritic cells to grow.
When the researchers
place the cells in a culture
together, the tumor cells
proliferate.

Without the dendritic cells, the
tumor cells in the culture receive
no growth signal, so they die.
Ehrlich and her team hope next
to identify therapies that would
help cut off this signal for good.

SIGNALING TO
TUMORS
Most treatments for cancer involve ﬁnding
ways to try to blast malignancies out of
existence: burning tumors through radiation,
poisoning them with chemotherapy
or cutting them out with surgery. New
cancer research is investigating a gentler
alternative: enlisting the help of the body
itself in ﬁghting cancer growth.
“Tumors are complex organs in and of
themselves, and all of the heterogenous
cell types talk to each other and promote
each other’s survival and proliferation,” says
Lauren Ehrlich, an assistant professor of
molecular biosciences.
Ehrlich and her team are among a growing
number of scientists exploring the role of
noncancerous cells in sending signals to
tumors that cause cancer’s survival and
growth. Here’s one example of what
she’s ﬁnding.

See more
about this and
other recent cancerrelated discoveries:
txsci.net/12cancerﬁnds
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The Faculty Member

LIVIA SCHIAVINATO EBERLIN
Assistant professor of chemistry. Interviewed by Kristin Phillips.

“When I started
research
in mass
spectrometry
as an
undergraduate
in Brazil, people
hadn’t thought
about using
this basic
technology for
rapid cancer
diagnosis.”

What inspires your work right now?
I love asking clinicians, “What is your main
problem when treating patients?” My
collaborator at Baylor College of Medicine
mentioned one type of thyroid cancer that
is very diﬃcult to diagnose through a biopsy.
Do you know what they do? They schedule
a surgery, remove part of the thyroid, and
then are able to say, “Oh, it’s benign.” It is
crazy that some patients have to do hormone
replacement therapy for the rest of their lives
because there is no technology that can tell
preoperatively whether a tumor is malignant.
So we are developing a new approach to
analyze and diagnose a biopsy tissue sample
before surgery by recognizing patterns of
molecules.
Can you tell us more about the method you
have developed to detect cancer?
I develop methods for direct tissue imaging,
called ambient ionization mass spectrometry
techniques. We look for an abundance of
metabolites, or end products of biological
processes, that are going on in cells right now.
A very aggressive tumor, for example, leads to a
pattern of hundreds of disregulated molecules
that we can capture from a tissue in real time.
And then – just like Facebook can recognize
a pattern and tag your face in a picture – we
use computational methods to recognize
molecular patterns and provide a diagnosis.
How did you discover this technique?
When I started research in mass spectrometry
as an undergraduate in Brazil, people
hadn’t thought about using this basic
technology for rapid cancer diagnosis or
inter-operative use. I had an opportunity to

do this applied research as a Ph.D. student
at Purdue University, developing desorption
electrospray ionization (DESI) for tissue
imaging. The process is simple: you give a
solid sample a little shower of charged solvent
droplets and then analyze the extracted
molecules in the mass spectrometer. I used
DESI to see if we could distinguish normal
from cancerous tissue, and we got excellent
accuracy. Since then, I’ve been continuously
improving this line of technology, and now
we are working with thyroid, ovarian and
breast cancers, as well as endometriosis.
What are you passionate about outside of
the lab?
I try to be really wise with my time. My
husband and my two little daughters are
really my priority. I love being with them.
Social justice is also something I have always
been passionate about. I tell my students that
our research is addressing a need that is very
signiﬁcant. But people have other needs that
are easier to address. For example, our lab has
been volunteering at the Central Texas Food
Bank. People are hungry, and you don’t need
mass spectrometry for that.
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Round-up of recent science discoveries

RANDOMNESS MEANS SECURITY
Random numbers are a necessity for computer
security, but a leading contributor to problems
with cybersecurity is how surprisingly hard it
can be for computers to produce high-quality
random numbers. The numbers produced by
many random number generators harbor subtle
patterns that make it possible for hackers to
crack encrypted messages based on them.
Now computer scientist David Zuckerman
and alumnus Eshan Chattopadhyay have found
a method for taking two low-quality random
sources and combining them to get a highquality random number — something previously
theorized but that had proved too difficult for
any algorithm before. With additional work,
the breakthrough might eventually be used
to improve data encryption in numerous ways,
possibly helping to make electronic voting more
secure and improve the ability of technology to
accurately simulate complex systems such as
Earth’s climate.
“This is a problem I’ve come back to over

and over again for more than 20 years,” says
Zuckerman. “I’m thrilled to have solved it.”
The method ﬁrst converts the two weakly
random inputs into a series of what could be
described as coin ﬂips, where most of the coin
ﬂips are almost random. In the second part, a
mathematical function divides up the ﬂips into
subgroups, and then redivides them in many
different ways. By comparing the contents of
these many different subgroups, it produces
one highly random coin ﬂip. Other researchers
subsequently showed that if you modify the
ﬁrst part of the method, the second part can
be greatly simpliﬁed.
Yael Kalai, a senior researcher working in cryptography at Microsoft Research New England,
called the research a masterpiece. “When I
heard about it, I couldn’t sleep I was so excited.”
Read more about the research and
see a BBC report on its impact:
txsci.net/UTmorerandom

e
“This is a problem I’ve caogmain for
back to over and over thrilled
more than 20 years. I’m
to have solved it.”
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WIRED TO WANDER
Prairie voles are small animals known for their monogamy — they have a
primary partner and raise their young as couples. But while some males
stay fully faithful to their partner, others also mate with other partners.
When researchers under the direction of Steven Phelps, associate
professor of integrative biology, looked for a cause to these disparate
behaviors, they found that the brains of the monogamous male voles
and the multiple-partner voles are actually different.
The prevailing wisdom of animal neuroscience says that when a
species has contradicting traits, such as philandering and monogamy,
natural selection will favor genetic markers for the trait that helps the
species get ahead. But what happens when a trait has its pros and cons?
Monogamy allows the male vole to make sure that his pups are all his, but
seeking out multiple partners allows a vole to have more offspring than
usual. Because both strategies have drawbacks and beneﬁts, Phelps and
his team showed that natural selection encourages the diversity.
“This brain variation isn’t just there by chance,” said Phelps. “It isn’t
random. It’s actually something that selection has kept around for a
very long time. When it comes to social behavior, maybe there isn’t a
normal brain.”
Phelps notes that what is true for voles may well happen in other
species, as well, as natural selection supports genetically driven
differences in the brain.
“I wouldn’t be surprised if there were many genes whose variants
have been kept around by selection in a similar way,” Phelps says. “We
may ﬁnd this to be a common pattern in social behavior, including
personality differences, in lots of species.”
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Learn more online and see how the
nation’s science press covered the
research: txsci.net/volecheaters
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The implication QUASAR ANSWERS
is quasars do,
in fact, form
where gas
interacts with
dark matter
and is too hot
to allow for
a star.

Many supermassive black holes like the one
found at the center of the Milky Way are
believed to form from the collapse of a star
much more massive than our sun. This creates
a “seed” black hole that then grows by merging
with other black holes and sucking in more
matter. What remains a mystery, though, is
how supermassive black holes called quasars
form. These shoot large streams of hot gas
and formed in the early universe, even before
there was surrounding gas for a seed black
hole to feed on.
Using the Stampede supercomputer at UT
Austin’s Texas Advanced Computing Center,
astronomers Volker Bromm, Aaron Smith and
Avi Loeb tested a theory of quasar formation
that Loeb (now at Harvard University) and
Bromm had developed in 2003. The theory:

a black hole at the center of the emerging
quasar forms when a hot, primordial gas cloud
is compressed by the gravity of a surrounding
halo of dark matter. This process, called direct
collapse, needs gas so hot it can’t cool enough
to form a star.
Data collected both by the Hubble Space
Telescope and by telescopes on the ground
suggested that a galaxy called CR7 was either
a cluster of young stars or a quasar formed by
direct collapse. The researchers developed a
new computational model to simulate both
possible scenarios.
The star cluster scenario “spectacularly
failed,” Smith says, but the direct collapse
black hole model performed well. The
implication is quasars do, in fact, form where
gas interacts with dark matter and is too hot
to allow for a star.
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DOING REAL SCIENCE
Among the research discoveries to come out of the College of Natural
Sciences last year was one about some researchers themselves —speciﬁcally,
the UT Austin freshmen and sophomores who join the college’s Freshman
Research Initiative. The nation’s largest undergraduate research program at
a university, the FRI puts 900 students a year to work on faculty members’
real-world research questions. Students choose projects from more than 25
research areas, such as working to develop diagnostic tools for the Zika virus,
program autonomous robots, create biofuels, or
identify the chemical signals in wine.
In a study published in CBE-Life Science
Education in June, scientists compared
thousands of UT Austin students — 2,499
in the FRI and a carefully matched group of
non-participants — and found FRI students
had dramatically higher odds of completing
a science, technology, engineering or math
(STEM) degree. They also were signiﬁcantly
more likely to graduate within six years.
For every 10 students who participated in FRI,
two more graduated than would have otherwise
— and three more graduates secured a degree in a
STEM ﬁeld, instead of changing majors.
“Many science educators have suspected that
early exposure of undergraduates to the process
of doing real science would have educational
benefits,” said Nobel laureate Carl Wieman,
a Stanford University physics and education
professor, who did not participate in the study.
“This study provides the ﬁrst good evidence, with
a large and diverse population of students, that
such exposure through undergraduate research
has dramatic beneﬁts for all students…. Every
university ought to be looking closely at these
results as they think about how to improve the
quality of STEM education.”
See a video, national press coverage
and student testimonials linked to this
study: txsci.net/friworks
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The Young Alumnus

ABDULRAHEEM BELLO, B.S., 2011

Physics and astronomy alum founded Afthon, an energy startup. Interviewed by Vivian Abagiu.

“I’m constantly
asking, ‘What’s
the impact
that this could
create?’”

You moved to Houston as a teen in 2006 from
your home country of Nigeria. How did your
childhood inﬂuence your career path?
Growing up in Nigeria I had a singular dream,
which was to become an astronaut. I was
amazed by the night sky. So I always wanted
to study the stars. I decided that I would study
astronomy ﬁrst to learn about the stars and
then go on to study aerospace engineering,
with a focus on propulsion, so I would get the
opportunity to work on building an engine
to take you to the stars. I graduated with
degrees in astronomy and physics at the age
of 18 and then went on to receive a master’s
and doctorate in aerospace engineering from
UT Arlington.
As CEO of the startup, Afthon, you’re innovating with new engine technology. What
do you hope to achieve?
I founded Afthon in 2014 as a way to
commercialize and further develop a pulsedetonation engine, which uses supersonic
burning and can increase engine eﬃciency
by 25 percent. I am hoping to apply this
fundamental groundbreaking science and
technology to be able to go farther and
faster with less fuel so that it’d be possible,
for example, to travel to Mars in a month
rather than the eight months it takes with
current rocket engines. At Afthon, I think
we’re making some key advances, and we’re
conﬁdent that some of the conﬁgurations
that we’re pioneering will be able to start
making this technology more practical.
What experience was most meaningful to
you during your academic career?
The Freshman Research Initiative (FRI) was

one of the very unique experiences I had
while at UT Austin. I got to do science and not
just read about it. I joined the physics stream
in the spring and from then on I worked with
Dr. John Markert and one of his graduate
students, Dr. Isaac Manzanera, for two and a
half years. Getting that very early exposure to
work in a lab was really something that helped
sustain my passion, and it is one of the reasons
I continue doing research today. The long arc
to where I am now really started with my
experience in the FRI program.
What motivates you to have a positive
impact on society through science?
My faith. I am Muslim, and my faith impels
me to use my eﬀorts in the best service to
humanity possible. That is why the core
focus of my work is on serving society. I don’t
believe in doing science just for the sake
of science. I’m constantly asking, “What’s
the impact that this could create?” That
continues to drive me as an entrepreneur. If
we’re successful and we’re able to push this
technology forward, it literally could change
how fuel is burned around the world for
electricity generation and transportation. I
believe in making that future reality.
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INVADER INVADED
The red imported fire ant arrived in the
southeastern United States from South
America in the 1930s. It spread in the region,
menacing farmers and bare feet alike.
Scientists affiliated with the Department of
Integrative Biology’s new Biodiversity Center
imported phorid flies from South America,
where they act as a biological control against
ﬁre ants. The researchers observed that the
ﬂies lay eggs in ﬁre ant workers like this one.
When the egg hatches, the ﬂy larva feeds on
the ant from within, eventually causing her
to leave her colony and wander zombie-like
away from the nest and die.
View more compelling images like this
one from entomology curator Alex
Wild and his team of student photographers:
txsci.net/insectsunlocked
See stunning video footage of the ﬂy’s
ant-attack: txsci.net/ﬁreantzombie
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It’s been called the most complicated object in the known universe.
But, as UT scientists are learning, the human brain offers five important
clues for understanding its wonders.
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Brain researchers see your brain in all its
astounding complexity. With 100 billion
brain cells, or neurons, each having about
10,000 connections to other neurons, there
are more connections in the brain than there
are stars in our vast galaxy.
Amid the complexity, scientists in the
Department of Neuroscience at UT Austin
are slowly unraveling the brain’s best-kept
secrets and oﬀering hope for treating some
of the most stubborn and debilitating
afflictions. Here are five things they’ve
recently learned.
1. Your brain changes over time, like wine.
Children are the masters of speciﬁc memories,
recollecting details in ways that elude their
parents. But what adults lack in specific
memories they make up for in generalized
ones. While children remember a birthday
party’s speciﬁc decorations, guests and their
costumes, the grownup remembers which
of the party’s activities worked or didn’t –

broad-stroke lessons that help in planning for
next time.
“We’re trying to measure the emergence
of wisdom,” says Alison Preston, associate
professor of psychology and neuroscience.
“What are the underlying neural mechanisms
by which wisdom emerges?”
Recent research suggests that generalizations are formed at least in part in the front
of the hippocampus, a part of the brain
that doesn’t fully develop until adulthood.
Using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), Preston monitors brain
activity as people do memory and learning
tasks and examines how diﬀerences in the
way the tasks are described or information
is presented might help children make
generalizations that are key to conceptual
learning.
“We can come up with good training
strategies that might impact, down the
road, how a teacher works with students of
diﬀerent ages,” Preston explains.
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One day
computerized
cerebellums
could help
people with
paralysis walk.

2. It’s an ace at prediction.
When Michael Mauk ﬁrst saw videos of UT’s
soccer-playing robots, he was struck by how
often they fell down – nearly every time they
kicked a ball or made a quick turn, in fact.
“You know, we don’t fall down because
we have a cerebellum,” Mauk, the chair of
the Department of Neuroscience, told Peter
Stone, the computer science professor whose
lab programs the soccer-playing robots for
international competitions.
Since the early 1990s, Mauk has been
building increasingly sophisticated computer
simulations of the cerebellum, the part of our
brain that handles motor memory and helps
us move in precise ways. With inspiration from
the simulations, he and Stone are developing
a computerized cerebellum for the robots that
can predict – and thereby prevent – falls.

This work also has implications for
helping people with paralysis.
“My dream is that in 15 years, a paralyzed
person could be ﬁtted with an exoskeleton,”
Mauk says, “and when they think, ‘I want to
walk over there,’ the exoskeleton just does it.
Part of the control system behind that would
involve a computer cerebellum to make sure
they don’t fall down.”

3. It hums along like a computer.
Daniel Johnston, the Center for Learning
and Memory’s director, was ﬁrst trained as
an electrical engineer. Neurons, he explains,
are like computers that do the brain’s work –
making and retrieving memories, learning
and making decisions, perceiving stimuli –
through the exchange of electrical signals.
In people with epilepsy, neurons work
improperly, firing all at once. Johnston
discovered that one of the ion channels, which
ferries neurons’ electrical signals back and
forth, is reduced in the brains of epileptics –
and also seems to be disrupted in people
with depression and Alzheimer’s disease.
This suggests some drugs that target seizures
may also help people with mental illness and
dementia – something his lab is looking into.
“In all these diseases, the way cells ﬁre
is abnormal,” Johnston says. “So if we had a
drug that worked eﬀectively and speciﬁcally
on these channels, then we could potentially
work on a number of diﬀerent disorders.”
4. It picks a frequency.
Brain cells share diﬀerent kinds of information
with one another using distinct types of
waves, just as radio stations broadcast on
specialized frequencies. Your brain uses one
type of frequency to recall memories or make
a plan and another when it processes an event
that’s happening to you in the moment.
Laura Colgin, an assistant professor of
neuroscience, discovered that the brain
recalls memories and imagined thoughts
using a particular brain wave frequency,
called a slow gamma rhythm, whereas
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The way cells fire gets disrupted in
people with epilepsy, depression
and Alzheimer’s disease.
real-time experiences are stored on
another frequency. She notes that people
with schizophrenia may be experiencing
disrupted gamma rhythms that make it hard
for them to distinguish between imagined
and real experiences.
“Maybe they are transmitting their own
imagined thoughts or memories on the
wrong frequency, the one usually reserved for
things that are really happening,” says Colgin.
In a healthy brain, real-time events are
recorded on the frequency that allows for rich
details in high resolution, whereas memories,
plans and imagination occur with gamma
rhythms that allow scenarios to play out in
the mind in fast-forward.
“Perhaps that’s why,” Colgin says, “you can
plan out events and think about the sequences
of actions you’ll do – or recollect something
that happened – on a faster time scale than it
takes to actually go and do those actions.”
5. Your brain is something like a worm’s.
At ﬁrst glance, the roundworm C. elegans
doesn’t have much in common with us. As
long as a credit card is thick, and possessing
neither a heart nor lungs, it has just 302
neurons. Still, the tiny worm shares most
genes responsible for the nervous system
with us.
“We just seem so much more complex
because we have so many more cells,” says Jon
Pierce, an associate professor of neuroscience.
“If humans and worms were both made of
Legos, we’d be made of the same types. We
would just have a lot more of them.”
Pierce uses a genetically modiﬁed version
of C. elegans to test drugs that might slow
or prevent the death of neurons in patients
with Alzheimer’s disease. (Pierce’s interest
in Alzheimer’s is more than academic – his
mother has the disease and both he and
his teenage son have serious genetic risk
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factors.) As the worm ages, a speciﬁc neuron
in the middle of the body dies, causing it to
bend in a funny way. That telltale sign helps
researchers see how the disease is progressing
or slowing in response to interventions.
The worms also age very quickly, which
helps researchers. As Pierce explains, “You
can test an idea on Monday and know the
results by Friday.”

Resetting the Alcoholic Brain
Neuroscientists at UT Austin are also searching for ways to combat
alcoholism and addiction. Adron Harris, director of the Waggoner Center
for Alcoholism and Addiction Research, and his team mapped the
differences in gene expression between an alcoholic’s brain and a nonalcoholic’s brain. They found that, as a person becomes dependent on
alcohol, thousands of genes in their brains are turned up or down, like a
dimmer switch on a lightbulb, compared to the same genes in a healthy
person’s brain. The scientists are now using an innovative technique
to ﬁnd drugs that can help turn the metaphoric switches back to their
original settings and, they hope, revert an alcoholic’s brain into a nonalcoholic brain. The work might help the millions of people who suffer
with the emotional, ﬁnancial and health consequences of alcoholism.
Learn more in our companion web feature:
txsci.net/alcoholicbrain
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Deep dives into research worldwide

GLOBETROTTING

Go online for more on these
globetrotting young scientists:
txsci.net/researchtravels

Many College of Natural Sciences graduate students and postdocs
travel far aﬁeld to ﬁnd answers to thorny research problems.

Arctic Answers
Marine science Ph.D.
students Christina
Bonsell and Arley Muth
study kelp beds off the
Arctic coast of Alaska to
understand how these
ecosystems are changing
as the ocean warms, sea
ice is lost, and discharge
from rivers increases.

Decoding an Empire
Statistics and data sciences graduate students
Anastasiya Travina and Tianjian Zhou analyze data
from museums in the Americas and Europe to decipher
communications in khipu, knotted textiles that Incas
used to communicate complex information. The
researchers work to understand khipu records on
accounting, labor distribution, astronomy and
more, partnering with experts in Peru, Ecuador,
Chile, Germany, Austria, the U.K., France, and the U.S.
Ailing Animals
Soﬁa Rodriguez traveled to the nearly
impenetrable Darian Gap in Panama to
study whether a deadly fungus endangered
túngara frogs there. Amanda Perofsky spent
the summer in Kirindy Mitea National Park in
Madagascar determining the link between social
interactions and bacteria transmission in lemurs.
Both are graduate students in the Ecology, Evolution
and Behavior Program.
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Hunting for Particles
Physics graduate student Avik Roy and postdoc Nikiforos
Nikiforou journeyed to the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva,
Switzerland, searching for vector-like quarks, new particles
whose discovery would challenge fundamental theories of
the subatomic world.

Robot Soccer
Computer science graduate students Katie Genter, Josiah
Hannah and Josh Kelle traveled to RoboCup 2016 in
Leipzig, Germany, where they won the world championship
in the 3-D simulation league. They also took ﬁrst place in
Beijing, China, at the World Robot Contest match.

Coral Queries
Matt Ashworth, a postdoctoral researcher in
integrative biology, traveled to Saudi Arabia, diving in
coral reefs there and cataloguing marine microalgae
to help track habitat degradation and pollution
across the Red Sea. Marie Strader,
a graduate student in the department, travels
to Townsend, Australia, annually to study
reef-building coral larvae.
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The Distinguished Alumnus

CHARLES FRASER, JR, M.D., B.S., 1980
Surgeon-in-Chief at Texas Children’s Hospital in Houston. Interviewed by Marc Airhart.

Fraser’s
team works
to improve
surgical
treatments
for babies and
children with
serious heart
problems.

A patient of Dr. Fraser’s
examines a ventricular
assistant device (top).
Heart surgeons who leave
a family legacy, Fraser and
Cooley in 2011 (right).

You pioneered the use of ventricular assist
devices, mechanical pumps that help
weakened hearts maintain blood flow, in
children. What impact have these devices had?
Their nutrition improves, their overall
physiology improves and, when a donor heart
comes along, they have a better chance of
doing well with a transplant. For some patients,
if we can reduce the workload of their heart
for a period of time, their heart will recover
and we can remove the device. We’re also
starting to see patients live with these devices
indefinitely. We have several children who
have been on the device for years now and are
passing developmental milestones and going
to school with a mechanical device supporting
their circulation.

gotten to know them and gotten to watch
them develop and grow. I’ve been invited
into their families. I get cards and pictures
and letters and graduation announcements,
and now I’m getting wedding invitations. To
get to participate in those people’s lives, it’s
an incredible blessing. On top of that, I get
to work with the most motivated people to
do good that you could ﬁnd anywhere. They
come here just to take care of people’s children.
They’re energized, they’re tenacious, they’re
passionate. It’s a great environment.

These devices have saved thousands of lives.
How does it feel to be part of that story?
It’s one of the most gratifying professional
experiences I’ve had. It’s invigorating, and
it gives us energy and enthusiasm to push
harder for the next level of improvement.
Getting to build a children’s congenital heart
center has been enormously satisfying and
that was a pretty radical concept when we
ﬁrst introduced it in 1995, that you would
have an entire center focused entirely on
children with heart disease; but it has been
enormously successful. We have little babies
being ﬂown in to be cared for from all over,
and to know that we’re ﬁelding a team that’s
just at the top of their game, I’m the most
proud of that professionally.

Your father-in-law, Dr. Denton Cooley, was
also a pioneer in heart surgery, as well as
a UT Austin alumnus. What has been his
legacy in the ﬁeld?
He’s one of, if not the, person who opened
the door on all this, and the things that he did
when no one else thought it could be done
still boggle my mind. He gave us the courage
to take on problems that no one would ever
have conceptualized. A lot of the things
we do routinely have his DNA in them: the
instruments we use, the way we use the heartlung bypass machine, the approach to certain
problems. You can feel his presence all over
many of the things we do.

Why do you do this work?
I’m in that stage of my career now where I
have cared for thousands of patients. I’ve

Read our extended interview with
Dr. Fraser and ﬁnd a link to his tribute
to Dr. Denton Cooley: txsci.net/charlesfraser
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Beautiful images from University of Texas at Austin research

Like waves crashing on the beach, subsurface
waves travel across the ocean, but these
underwater giants measure up to 200 meters
tall and can travel thousands of kilometers.
When they reach the coastline underwater,
they steepen and break.
UT Austin physicists — like Michael Allhouse,
a postdoctoral researcher who contributed
this image to the College’s annual Visualizing
Science contest — simulate this breaking
process and how it produces a surge of cold,
salty water up a slope. The simulations are
helpful for climate modeling and deep-water
pipeline projects.
Learn about other winning images and
see more entries from our contest:
txsci.net/VizSci2016
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MADHUSHREE ZOPE

Biochemistry senior and Texas 4000 ride participant. Interviewed by Vivian Abagiu.

“Going through
crazy mountain
passes or heat
or headwinds
definitely
inspires.”

Last summer you rode from Austin to Alaska
as part of the Texas 4000, a charity bike ride
to ﬁght cancer. Tell us about that experience.
Going into the
ride I didn’t realize
how impactful my
story would be to
others. I’ve been
cancer-free since
January 2009 and
have had a passion
for research since.
Texas 4000 gave
me the opportunity
to inspire others
to believe in that
same cause, raise
money for cancer research and provide
a platform for riders and communities
across North America to talk about their
experiences with cancer.
In Vancouver, a woman who had fought
leukemia came up to me after I had presented
my story. She teared up and mentioned
having dreamt of a cancer vaccine to make
therapy more bearable. ‘I know exactly how
you feel. I’ve been there,’ I said. Getting on
the bike every day, going through crazy
mountain passes or heat or headwinds
deﬁnitely inspires people to keep hoping and
believing that investing in cancer research
will be fruitful.
What sparked your passion to ﬁght cancer
through research?
My cancer diagnosis at the age of 13 and
subsequent chemotherapy led to my
aspirations to become a doctor and develop
new therapies. My worst memory of going

through chemotherapy was the conﬁnement.
Spending months within glass walls, in sterile
environments and away from family and
friends, decreases your physical functionality
and quality of life. I want to develop a cancer
therapy that targets cancer cells and spares the
healthy cells in the body – a new generation of
cancer medicine that doesn’t restrict patients’
lifestyles and is more eﬀective.
Did coming to UT Austin shape your
trajectory?
UT is unique in that there is so much
research going on that’s easily accessible to
undergraduates. It’s that kind of versatility
and diversity – with all the faculty who have
interests in medical research and are willing
to take on undergraduate students – that I
think was the kick-starter for my journey
into cancer research.
What are your plans after graduation?
I’m in the process of applying to medical
school and currently working on trying
to find antigens from which to build
immunotherapies for leukemia and
lymphoma at the MD Anderson Cancer
Center. There are some exciting leads. We’ve
made our own killer T-cells and antibodies,
and we’ve shown that we’re able to get rid
of the multiple myeloma – at least in a petri
dish. It’s deﬁnitely a promising avenue, but
there’s a lot of work that needs to be done
before it goes into patients.
Read online about a College of
Natural Sciences alum who is driving
a new revolution in cancer therapy:
txsci.net/jamesallison
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By Steve Franklin. Photography by Vivian Abagiu.
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Ask Calvin Lin, a Distinguished Teaching
Professor in the Department of Computer
Science, his biggest challenge, and he won’t
miss a beat: “In three words: keeping students
engaged.”
In his early years teaching, Lin noticed the
limitations of lecturing – many students zoned
out. To build buy-in for learning about software
development, he gave the students a challenge:
go break what your classmates made.
“It’s not about me,” he explains. “It’s: How
can I get them to think and take risks? Students
really like it, even though we’ve given them a lot
more work. The key was to try and make it more
fun by getting them to test other people’s code.”
Having students troubleshoot each
other’s code, letting them fail mightily at
lab experiments, involving them in messy
problem-solving and heated exchanges over
scientiﬁc concepts – not one of these strategies
has the tidy predictability of a practiced lecture.
Yet a growing body of research says
classroom activities like these that allow
students to painstakingly break down content
for themselves through what’s known as
“active learning,” accomplishes what lectures
do not. Namely, students stop being passive
listeners and become active participants and
thinkers. They develop skills and become
more invested in the concepts.
And, as the College of Natural Sciences’
experience has shown, becoming active participants in their own learning works. These
students are more likely to ace their classes,
and they cross the graduation stage sooner.

Hands-on Science
Recent analyses of hundreds of studies have
found that in courses with an active learning
component, students earn better grades,
understand scientiﬁc concepts better and are
less likely to fail or drop out compared with
their peers in traditional lecture courses.
Hands-on, experiential-learning programs
in the College of Natural Sciences, like the
Freshman Research Initiative, have a profound
eﬀect on student outcomes (see page 15). Firsttime researchers grapple with real-world
scientiﬁc and mathematical problems over
two or more semesters, conducting work
alongside more seasoned scientists and from
the trial and error of experimentation.
Similarly, in courses with active-learning
classrooms, students work in teams or
individually to wrestle with ideas and
problems in real time.
“Students are engaged with the material
and they’re challenging each other,” explains
Theresa O’Halloran, a Distinguished Teaching
Professor in the Department of Molecular
Biosciences.
David Vanden Bout, chemistry professor
and associate dean for undergraduate
education, notes that active learning can
take many forms, from a professor who uses
explosive demonstrations and challenges
the class to describe the scientiﬁc concepts
on display, to an instructor guiding students
through an exercise where they pretend to be
molecules interacting with one another.
“It plays out diﬀerently for every person,

Classrooms and labs in
historic Welch Hall are
being redesigned for
teamwork, interaction and
hands-on learning.

These students
are more likely
to ace their
classes, and
they cross the
graduation
stage sooner.
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Students in Professor
Calvin Lin’s classes learn
programming skills using
digital ‘critters’ that
compete against one
another in a simulated
environment.

Vanden Bout
believes
giving all
students time
and space to
grapple with
conceptual
questions
is key.

but the goal across the board is to have
people thinking in the classroom and asking
questions,” Vanden Bout says.
O’Halloran found over the years that
simply breaking up her lecture with complex
problems – ones with more than one answer –
activates learning.
“If you were to step in my class and compare
it in 2000 versus now, what you’d experience
is a much noisier classroom. As students
break into groups to discuss problems, they’re
arguing about the proper answer, trying to
convince each other of the correct answer,”
says O’Halloran. “I ﬁnd that really exciting.”
Faculty members also use challenging
questions during class to assess how well
students understand the material, adjusting in
real time to focus more on the concepts they
see students struggling with during discussions.
Vanden Bout believes giving all students
time and space to grapple with conceptual
questions is key: “By trying to articulate ideas,
students are forced to encounter whether they
really know the material or they don’t.”
Facing Facts
More time spent in active discussion can mean
less time for course instructors to impart facts.
However, in an era when content is only as
far away as the nearest smartphone, experts
recommend a diﬀerent focus. More and more
faculty in the College of Natural Sciences have
turned their attention to helping students
learn instead how to use information—with
critical thinking that helps them decipher

facts, evaluate claims, and approach thorny
problems in new ways.
In STEM subjects in particular, students
need not just information but skills to
navigate new information.
“One of the most important things we can
do in teaching the sciences is realize that, every
day our content basis is growing – every day,”
says Vanden Bout. “Being a scientist is not about
walking around with a notebook full of facts
that you can pull from your brain at any second.
It is much more about a process of thinking.”
A faculty task force formed in 2016 is
working to transform the curriculum across
the college and build these 21st century skills
for learners. Already analysts within the
college have started evaluating courses and
providing faculty with feedback about how to
give more students opportunities to engage
in critical thinking actively during class.
Leading the Way
New classrooms that are state of the art
and student-centric in Welch Hall support
active learning. These spaces have clusters
of small-group tables instead of front-facing
rows. The tables and most surfaces along
the walls act as giant whiteboards to support
student discussions. Some classrooms are
even equipped with technology that allows
educators to learn what is working and to
guide students to their next “aha” moment.
“Students learn much more when they
actually take ownership of learning,” Lin says.
“That’s really what active learning is about.”

Our alumni go on to do amazing things…
Dr. Jim Allison (B.S., ’69, Ph.D., ’73)
2015 Lasker Award Winner
Revolutionized cancer
research

Dr. Donna Nelson (Ph.D., ’79)
President of the American
Chemical Society
Advised “Breaking Bad”

Dr. David Reitze (Ph.D., ’90)
Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory (LIGO) Director
Detected gravitational waves

Dr. Alan Stern (B.S., ’78, B.A., ’81)
NASA Mission Leader
Led the New Horizons
mission to Pluto

…Now you can invest in Texas scientists from the start.
A world of discovery starts in the College of Natural Sciences. Help develop leading
scientists and contribute to world-changing research with your gift.
Support from alumni, parents and friends directly shapes the lives of our students and
the success of our researchers. Members of the new Dean’s Discovery Circle, who make
unrestricted gifts annually, provide resources we need to invest nimbly in strategic priorities
of the College as a whole. Contributions at the levels below qualify for special benefits.
NEWTON LEVEL
Donor’s name listed in The Texas Scientist magazine
College Annual Report mailed to donor
Invitation to exclusive donor luncheon

$2,000

DARWIN LEVEL

$5,000

Benefits listed for Newton level +
Invitation to private event with the Dean in your region
Reserved seating at select public lectures
TURING LEVEL

$10,000

Benefits listed for Darwin level +
Guided tour of a College facility
Invitation to College Advisory Council meeting
CURIE LEVEL

$20,000

Benefits listed for Turing level +
A named summer research fellowship for a Freshman Research Initiative student
For more information, please contact Kelsey Evans, Assistant Dean for External Relations,
(512) 471-6151 • kelsey.evans@mail.utexas.edu
cns.utexas.edu/giving
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